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This is a list of American football players who have played for the Buffalo Bills of the American Football
League (AFL) and the National Football League (NFL). It includes players that have played at least one
official game in an AFL or NFL regular season. The Buffalo Bills franchise was founded in the AFL in the
1960 and joined the NFL in 1970.The Bills played for three AFL Championships and ...
List of Buffalo Bills players - Wikipedia
Background. The Wraith are key characters in the TV show Stargate Atlantis, which is a spin-off from the
fellow Canadian-American military science fiction series, Stargate SG-1.. The Wraith are intelligent
humanoids who are genetically close to insects, though they appear predominantly human.
Wraith (Stargate) - Wikipedia
Tupac Amaru Shakur (/ Ëˆ t uË• p É‘Ë• k Êƒ É™ Ëˆ k ÊŠÉ™r / TOO-pahk shÉ™-KOOR; born Lesane Parish
Crooks, June 16, 1971 â€“ September 13, 1996), also known by his stage names 2Pac and Makaveli, was an
American rapper and actor. He is considered by many to be one of the greatest hip hop artists of all time.
Tupac Shakur - Wikipedia
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